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Active Transportation 
Resource Center 

The ATRC 's mission is to provide resources , technical 
assistance , and training to transportation partners 
across California to increase opportunity for the 

success of active transportation projects . 

Visit our website and join our mailing list at 
http://caatpresources.org 

 Welcome! 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
This presentation has been developed by Teresa McWilliam and Emily Abrahams, two of the ATP Program Managers.  The ATP manager contact information is on the last slide of this training if you have any questions or comments.



 

 

ATRC Flash Training: 

ACTIVE TRANSPORTATION PROGRAM (ATP) 

INTERIM COUNT METHODOLOGY GUIDANCE 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Today’s flash training is entitled Interim Count Methodology Guidance for the Active Transportation Program.  The purpose of this flash training is to provide an overview of the interim guidance that was posted in August of 2019.  Beginning on October 9th, 2019, all ATP awardees whose projects are receiving an allocation from the California Transportation Commission or CTC for the construction phase must abide by this guidance.This guidance has been issued to assist ATP project awardees as well as future ATP applicants in meeting the minimum expectations for conducting the required pre and post construction active transportation user counts associated with ATP awarded projects.  This will allow Caltrans, the CTC, and any other interested stakeholders to have the necessary information to formally evaluate ATP projects and the ATP program as an initiative, and whether ATP investments are helping to advance the goals of the program.



 

  

  

 

About ATRC Flash Trainings 
• Caltrans has developed Flash Trainings as a resource 

for Active Transportation Program (ATP) applicants and 
awardees. 

• Flash Trainings consist of recorded informational 
webinars lasting twenty minutes or less. 

• Flash Trainings are available for users to access online 
at their convenience. 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Before we begin, just a few notes about the ATRC flash trainings.Read the slide



 

  

 

Learning Objectives 

• How to develop the ATP user counts for the project evaluation 
metric 

• How to apply a consistent methodology across all project types 

• Deriving Daily Volume data that is repeatable 

• Distilling the “Daily Pedestrian Volume” and “Daily Bicycle Volume” 
from multiple improvement locations 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
And here are the specific learning objectives for today:READ THE SLIDERight now ATP requires bike and pedestrian user counts as the project evaluation metric.There has not been one consistent methodology that ATP has directed project awardees to use.  Up until now, ATP has instructed awardees to use their own count methodology, but they must use the same methodology in the before and after counts. However, what we’ve encountered has been that: As we’ve reviewed final reports, awardees are not using the same count methodology as they did in the before counts. It’s very difficult to roll-up the count data to report on the program overall, when all projects are using different methods, metrics and units of measure.



 

The Interim Count Guidance 

• The Guidance document is located at: 

https://dot.ca.gov/-/media/dot-media/programs/local-
assistance/documents/ob/2019/ob19-02-attachment.pdf 

• The sample calculations presented today are shown in 
Appendix A and B 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Read the slide

https://dot.ca.gov/-/media/dot-media/programs/local-assistance/documents/ob/2019/ob19-02-attachment.pdf


  

   

 

The 5 Steps of the Methodology 
1. Determining the Type of Count Data Collection Needed 

2. Determining the Number of Count Locations Needed 

3. Selecting Count Locations 

4. Conducting Pedestrian and Bicycle Counts 

5. Estimating the Total Volume within the Project Limits 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
There are 5 steps to the Count Guidance. The Type of count, number of locations, selecting the locations, conducting the counts, and converting to total project volume. 



 

   

     

 
    

  

Step 1- Type of Count (Table 1) 
• Infrastructure (I) 

– Automated 24 Hour Count (1 week) 
– Alternative: Manual Count (three consecutive days at am/pm peak, 

plus weekend mid-day) 
• Utilizing 24-hour vehicular or non-motorized count data at a nearby 

location to approximate the non-motorized volumes 

• SRTS Non-Infrastructure (NI) Programs 
– Classroom Travel Tallies (at each school on 2 separate days within the 

same week) 
– Alternative: Automated or Manual counts (same as Infrastructure) 
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Presentation Notes
The Type of Count is determined from Table 1, which is on page 3 of the Guidance & shown later in this presentationThe ATP currently funds infrastructure, non-infrastructure, and planning project types, as well as projects that combine infrastructure and non-infrastructure strategies. This section provides recommended and alternative count methods and durations for each ATP project type.For projects that include infrastructure and non-infrastructure components a combination of data collection strategies should be used.For Infrastructure Projects, automated counts are ideal, but many agencies are not set up for this, so manual counts are the alternative.



 

 
  

 

Step 1- Type of Count- continued 

• Community-Wide NI Programs 
– Surveys or Modeling 
– Alternative: Automated or Manual counts (same as Infrastructure) 

• Combination I/NI - Use combination of above 
• Plans – Counts are not required for Plan projects 
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Count Data CoUecti,on Methods iTable 11 
ATP' Recomme:nded Duration Alt.ernative ,C1ounl Duration 

P1~ject Count Type & Type, & !Method 
Types Method 

Infra structure Automated One Week Manua ln--field 4-foral Ho lfS 
24 Houli' Counts on 

i(lndluding 3Weekdays 
SRTS Manuall Count Peak P,eiriod (T,W TH) 
Infra structure from Vdeo 24 at 7 •- 9AM 
projects) Hour .and 

4 - i6 PM 
a11d 

1 Weelkend 
d!ay 

11 AM - 1 PM* 
Sale Rou es Classroom Two Days for Automated o:r 
to School Student Travel Tallies- Manual Volume 
Non- Talliies averaged Counts 
Infrastructure (at each school (Per lnk.as~liiu:ctu r-e 

in project) ..,.,, Recommendations) 

Community Surveys**~/ Variable Automated o:r 
W1ide/ Modelling Manual Volume 
Jurisdic~ion Counts 
W1ide Non- (Per lnfir.as~liiu:cture 
Infra strudu1re Recommendations) 

~1Faor m.anual counts, it is preferable that oounts be taken on three oonsecutive· days dur;ing the AM and 
PM 2•hour PiEAIK. plus one weekend day's 2-hour peak. lhis interim guidanc,e \Nill allow an ag;enoy to opt 
to oonduct one weekday am/pm 2-hour peak + one weekend day 2-hour peak oount. If the location's 2~ 
hour peak is differenH~om these, that 2-hour period should be used, 

.,., See Append ix A for details, on the Student Travel Tallies. 

"''""FHWA's, Noni-Motorized Trar.sportation Pilot Program - Community W ide Evaluation Study and ffile 
Mtneta lnstituil:e's IPedesmian and !Bicycle Survey are two, available examples. Add itional icleas. for 
oollecting dara to inform community-wide nol"ll-infrastructure evaluation can be· also be found in Alta 
Planning +Design's Measure for Suooess: INew Tools for Shaping Transportation Behavior, Your MPO 
may also have suggested tools and methods. See Refe renoes for related links. 

Table 1 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Active Transportation Program projects vary greatly in size, shape, and type, and each of these variables directly impacts the number of count locations that are necessary to establish reliable estimations of the total number of active transportation users within a specified project limit. There is little state or national guidance that exists on how to determine the number of counts within a project limit. This document establishes interim guidance on this topic with the understanding that it can be adjusted as more research, feedback, and data becomes available. There is also an expectation that projects seeking larger amounts of ATP funding are expected to provide higher levels of ‘before vs. after’ project evaluation data. Read slide For combination I/NI projects, do both. But, it’s not our intention to create added burden for I/NI. Please discuss with CT to determine methods before conducting counts. 



Darla Co,Hectio:n Re uirements for lnfrastiructure, Pro·,ects rTable, 2 
Mliin imum AJltemative, 

Requi1red I 1cd Minimum 
ATP llnfra.structure Piro_•·:ect, Ty'_.1pe,s• t I , . R · d .u ,-J 1coun oc.a1, 11ons . eq u1ire ,,. 101 

Small lnf·rastructure Pr,ojects 
(Tota Project Cost less than $,1,.5M) 

Medium lnfrasti-ucture Projects, 
Multi1pfe, Co0nnidor,sllntersections, and 
Network.s 
1 Totall P1rr-o·ect Cost between $,'1 . .5M andl . 7M 1 

La1rge lnf1raslructu1re P11qje.cts 
Mu lti1pfe, Co0nr1idorsllnterseclions. a.nd 
Networ1k.s 
· Tota I Pro; ecit Cost ._ ir-eate r ~han . _ 1'M 1 

,;i, ln,cludes SRTS lnfras1rl!J.Ctl!Jrre, Pro·erns, 

(# 1maxi1iru11m) 1count locati,ons 

1 

1 pe1i- two 
Corridors or 
lllnr ersections 
.3, maximum: 

1 pe1i- Coliridor o:i-
l 1mtersec1bion 

(1' maximum) 

NI/A 

0.05, * Total 
C;e1mter1 ine or 
Center ane, 

Ir.· ill es of Pro•ecf4 
0.10 * Total 

C;enter1 ine or 
Center ans, 

·. ill es of Pro· ect5 

4•5Washington State DOT, A 1Gl!Jlideboo fo W hen a.ndlWhere'lo Cmmt 

 

   

  

Step 2- Determining the Number of Count Locations 

• Table 2 provides minimum/maximum number of Infrastructure Count  locations: 

• Additional guidance and alternatives provided in Section 2 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Table 2 is  found on page 5 of the GuidanceRead the slide



M'I nimu 1111 AJlennat1 ve, 
ATP' N10.n .. -1nlras ructurie ProJect. TYiJ)es !Required# Minimum 

Safe Rout.es to Sd11ool Projects 

Com mu rm lit: JJ urtsdiction W tdie 
See Appendirx A "for details ie:in ~he Student T1raveJJ iaiuies. 

1 Set o'f 
Talllies,* JSdhocd 

Re uiredl # 

NIA 

Mod,el~ , 

   
 

    

 

Step 2- Determining the Number of Count 
Locations (Table 3) 

• Table 3 provides minimum/maximum number of count Non-Infrastructure 
locations: 

• Additional guidance and alternatives provided in Section 2 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Table 3 is also on page 5 of the guidance



- mple, 1: $1 -- tetal p oJed cost t:S , . 1llt 
lnt ssec.tiolill 1nmpro\f@lil@nt onty IP ,ojedt-

• On 1 count s r q r, d 
. , ,ondiud: co'Unt a n ,ersec oni . 

high s, number of eiq:iecw,d Uisers, 

II 

I 
• Ill 
!I 

Legend 
II nt,errsedion 

~mpro, ement 

llm. ro,vement 

Bike Lane, 
ll'mpro emenl 

M lti-Use raii 

Oo unl Location 

tota · p ,0; ed oost ( · edium) 

. , . corriidors - 2 wun1 , : nll!· reguired 

., Ccmd co loca , ion · w h h- he.st 
n mb r of d uS:ers 

 Step 2-Count Location Examples 
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Presentation Notes
Count Location Example 1 shows a Small project that will be doing improvements at 3 intersections.  From Table 1 only 1 count is required and the Star shape indicates the intersection that will have the highest expected number of users, after the improvements are completed.Count Location Example 2 shows a Medium project that will be constructing bike lane improvements to 4 corridors.  From table 1 two counts are required and the star shapes indicate the locations that will have the highest expected number of users.Later in this presentation I will do an example of how to calculate the Total project bicycle and pedestrian volumes for each of these count location examples.



: _ · mpl : i$1AM wtal p:roject ,co 
· g-ap d · 1111,e,o: r_ , r tect-

• Only l count. is .r@q. i r,@d 
• Go d uc-t ,count a a locatiorn · ·tt1 

hi~@st n mh@r of @Xp@C-t@d US!i!!r.s . 

I 

-
II 

1wmpl , 4: $10M total pr , f ct !JJO t [Larg ) 
Witih alJI .. · 1 OVi. men type 

• 5 biike corridar.s, 7 int,e~ctions., 9 ~idew, k!i 
·= 7 counts a re, required 

• I a Hy 001.mts woufa b a · en at I atiori 
. h rie both ke arnd pedestrian data ci111n be· 

 Step 2-Count Location Examples- continued 
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Presentation Notes
Count Location Example 3 shows a Small project that will be doing sidewalk gap closures at 9 locations.  From table 1 only 1 count is required and the star shapes indicate the location that will have the highest expected number of users.Count Location Example 4 shows a large project that will be doing all of the previous improvements plus a new multi-use trail.  From table 1 Seven post-construction counts are required and the star shapes indicate the locations that will have the highest expected number of users.  For this example it is possible to capture the new Multi-use users along with users on the other improvements; but if the agency feels that the multi use facility will generate a large number of users, they may chose to do an post construction only count that is dedicated just to the new facility.



  
  

  

 
   

  

Step 3- Selecting Count Locations 
• It’s recommended to choose: 
 Locations where pedestrian and bicycle activity is high 
 Representative locations in urban, suburban, and rural areas 
 Key corridors that can be used to gauge the impacts of future 

improvements 
 Locations where counts have been conducted historically 
 Potential improvement areas (gaps, operationally difficult areas) 

• Additional guidance criteria and references are provided in Section 3. 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
It is critical that project awardees carefully select the most effective locations for their limited counts. There is no set formula for determining the best count locations, but we’ve gathered some generally accepted best practices that need to be combined with the project implementer’s knowledge and judgement of the project limits. Read slide



 
   

    

   
    

  

Step 3- continued 
• It’s recommended to choose: 

 For corridors with single count, locate centrally 
 For networks, separate throughout network in varying land uses, on 

varying roadway types, and in locations where future improvements are 
expected 

 For networks, separate throughout network in varying land uses, on 
varying roadway types, and in locations where future improvements are 
expected 

• Additional guidance criteria and references are provided in Section 3. 
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Step 4- Conducting Pedestrian & Bicycle 
Counts 

• Consistency in before/after counts: 
– Same location 
– Same time of the day 
– Same day of week 
– Same time of year (to reduce variability due to season) 
 If inclement weather or other constraint, reschedule as close as 

possible. 

• Additional guidance and references are provided in Section 4. 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Consistency in before and after counts matters for all project types! Must count in the same location, time of the day, same day of week, same week of the year. This is extremely important and should be planned for prior to initiating data collection. If inclement weather or other constraint, reschedule as close a possible to the target date.



 
   

  

  

Step 4- continued 
• Consistency in recording data: 

– Consistent with 2016 TMG format (Inf.) 
 Direction (ex. N/S or E/W) and mode (ex. bike/walk) for each facility 

(ex. bikeway/sidewalk/trail) 
 Timestamp (automated) or aggregate into 15-min increments (manual). 

• Additional guidance and references are provided in Section 4. 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
These recommendations for conducting counts are consistent with SCAG's Active Transportation Database, FHWA - Traffic Monitoring Guidance (Chapter 4) and NCHRP 737. Counts should be consistent with Traffic Monitoring Guide (TMG) Format: In basic terms this means that direction (flows) and the mode of travel should be captured for each facility being measured. For example, a typical screenline count on a two way street with sidewalks would have four facilities (two sidewalks and two bikeways) so a minimum of eight mode/direction combinations. Automated counts will timestamp the dataManual counts – can be aggregated into 15-min increments. SCAG has a counter application or paper forms that can be used. For SRTS – Student travel tally’sFor Community Wide NI - Surveys must be statically significant sample size for the population



  

     

   
  

   

  

Step 5- Estimating Volume within the ATP 
Project Limits 

• For ATP, the units for a project’s total number of users are to be in: 
– Daily Pedestrian Volume and Daily Bicycle Volume 

• This section contains 2 steps to establish these numbers: 
1) Convert the count data collected in each location into Daily Volume 
2) Sum the daily trip numbers to determine Total Project Volume for 
Bicyclist and Pedestrians 

• Additional guidance and references are provided in Section 5. 
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Flexibility 
• We recognize the vast range of evaluation and data collection techniques 

that individual agencies may utilize. 

• Agencies can secure approval from Caltrans if they feel they need to use a 
mythology that does not conform to the standards set. 
– Contact your HQ ATP Program Manager for approval. 

• The most important point is that it’s a consistent and repeatable approach 
that follows similar principles to what is established in these guidelines. 
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ATP Guidelines- Count Requirements 
• Pre-construction counts must be taken no more than 6 months before 

implementation (CON) 
– New facilities are not required to conduct pre-counts 
– The pre-count volume is considered to be zero 

• Post counts shall be taken at least 6 months after construction is complete. 

• If there is a reason that the post counts can’t comply with above 
– the agency needs to request approval from their ATP manager for an 

alternative date 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Now that you know all these steps, Keep this in mind and plan ahead by scheduling pre-counts and post counts with your project.Read bulletsIf the 6 months following construction acceptance will not align with the time of year consistency in before/after counts, you will submit “projected counts” or “TBD” within the Completion Report. Collecting the project counts are considered a remaining project activity, so you would wait until the correct timeframe to conduct your post counts, and then submit those actual post-counts in the Final Report, within 180 days of conducting the counts. Agencies are encouraged but not required to conduct additional counts two years after the project has been completed, to allow projects to come to “maturity.”



 
 

   
    
 

 

   
 

  

ATP Reporting Requirements 
• Two Reports are due at end of project: 

– Project Completion Report is due within six months of construction 
acceptance or the project becoming open to the public, or all NI activities 
are complete. 

• Requires a Projected Count 

– Final Report is due within 180 days of the conclusion of all remaining 
project activities beyond the acceptance of the construction contract. 

• Requires an Actual count 
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Examples 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The following slides will outline how to calculate the non-motorized project user volumes for the four count location examples that were previously mentioned.



The Travel Tally Project is a TWO (2) DAY in-classroom data collection exercise to capture how students travel to 
and from school. Analysis of students' travel behavior assists Safe Routes to School (SRTS) in developing plans to 
reduce speed and promote responsible travel by adu lts and children on our city streets. 

Dates of Data Collection: Sept 13th and 14 t h , 2017 
Weather: Sunny 

Students: 
• Enro llment 
• Su rvey Participation 

715 • 
71% 

-

Stuu:d:e:n:t~M:o:d~e:··~S~h~a:r:e~b~y'..,:S~c~h~o~o~l~A~r~ri:f_v~a!._11 v~s2.JD~el.J2.i-lli:JL.1Uil--====== 
80% 70% ♦ 
70% 
60% 
50% 
40% 
30% 
20% 
10% 
0% 

( Wa lk 

2% 1% 

Bike 

32% 

11% 11% 

23% 

I 3% 3% -Skateboard School Bus Fam ily Vehicle Carpool 
etc. 

■ Arrivals ■ Departures 

2% 2% 

Public Transit 

  
 

 

  
 

   
  

 

Count Example 1- Student Tallies 
Appendix A, page 20 

Daily Pedestrian  
Volume, Day 1 

Take the Enrollment-
715 

Multiply by the sum of 
the walk percentages-
(0.59 + 0.70) 

(0.59 + 0.70) x 715 = 
922.4/2= 461= Daily 
Ped. Volume, Day 1 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Use the Enrollment value shown in the travel tally report, unless your NI program is targeting a smaller population, like just the Sixth Grade, then just use the enrollment for that grade, or the number of students that participated in the program.In the next step, first convert the percentage of arriving or AM walkers to a decimal, by dividing by 100. 59% divided by 100 equals 0.59  and the Departing or PM walker 70% converts to 0.70. These values will always be less than one. The daily pedestrian calculation is the 0.59 plus 0.70 times the enrollment of 715 equals 922.4.  divide by 2 to get a daily pedestrian volume of 461.Repeat this process with the Day 2 data.  Add the 461 plus the Day 2 pedestrian then divide by 2 to get the school’s total daily pedestrian volume.



The Travel Tally Project is a TWO (2) DAY in-classroom data collection exercise to capture how students travel to 
and from school. Analysis of students' travel behavior assists Safe Routes to School (SRTS) in developing plans to 
reduce speed and promote responsible travel by adu lts and children on our city streets. 

Dates of Data Collection: Sept 13th and 14 t h , 2017 
Weather: Sunny 

Students: 
• Enro llment 715 ...,.. ...... """"""':~~""""""':~~""""""'::!""""'~""""""':~~"""""::~~""""""':'!:!""""'~""""""':~~""""""':~~ 
• Su rvey Participation 71% 

Student Mode Share by School Arrival! vs Departure 

80% 70% 
70% 
60% 
50% 
40% 
30% 
20% 
10% 
0% 

Wa lk 

2% 1% 

Bike 

32% 

11% 11% 

% 

I 3% 3% -Skateboard School Bus Fam ily Vehicle Carpool 
etc. 

■ Arrivals ■ Departures 

2% 2% 

Pu blic Transit 

-

  

   

  
 

Student Tally example- continued 
Daily Bike Volume, 
Day 1-

Take the Enrollment-
715 

Daily Bicycle Volume-
(0.02 + 0.01) x 715= 

21.4/2= 11= Daily 
Bike Volume, Day 1 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Use the Enrollment value shown in the travel tally report, unless your NI program is targeting a smaller population, like just the Sixth Grade, then just use the enrollment for that grade, or the number of students that participated in the program.In the next step, first convert the percentage of arriving or AM Bikes to a decimal, by dividing by 100. 2% divided by 100 equals 0.02  and the Departing or PM bikes 1% converts to 0.01. The daily bike calculation is the 0.02 plus 0.01 times the enrollment of 715 equals 21.4.  divide by 2 to get a daily bike volume of 11.Repeat this process with the Day 2 data.  Add the 11 plus the Day 2 pedestrian then divide by 2 to get the school’s total daily bicycle volume.
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Count Example 1- Automated count data 
Appendix B page 24 

From Table 1 of the Interim Count Guidance this is a small 
project- therefore only one count is required. This count 
should be conducted at the intersection that will have the 
highest number of users after the ATP improvements are 
completed. 

An agency can opt to use one of the following count methods: 
1. A week (7 days) of automated 24-hour non-motorized 

counts 
2. An automated 24-hour non-motorized count, , or 
3. Convert 24-hour vehicular count data to non-motorized in 

conjunction with three 2-hour peak non-motorized counts 
(see the following example) 
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Exa11npfe 1: $,tM 

• Conduc c-0un a intersect on h 
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Count Example 1- continued 
The first example for this project assumes that the other two 
intersections will have similar numbers of users. 

For this situation the bicycle and pedestrian count data from 
the one location will be multiplied by 3 to get the Average Daily 
volume. 

If the bicycle 24-hour count total is 66 then the Daily Bicycle 
Volume will be 66 x 3 = 198 
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Exa11npfe 1: $,tM 

• Conduc c-0un a intersect on h 
h gln)es nu mbe of e pee ed users 

lnterseei ion 
Improvement 

 

    
 

 
    

    
 

Count Example 1A- Appendix B page 24 & 
25 

For Example 1A we are assuming that the users will be less 
than the count intersection for the other two intersections. 

The count process is the same as Example 1- meaning that 
the one count shall be conducted at the intersection that will 
have the highest number of users after the ATP 
improvements are completed. 
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Exa11npfe 1: $,tM 

• Conduc c-0un a intersect on h 
h gln)es nu mbe of e pee ed users 
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Count Example 1A- continued 
Once the volume has been calculated from the intersection 
with the highest number of users, a reduction factor can be 
applied to the original volume to arrive at the volumes for the 

50% of other two improvement locations. The reduction factor will be 
highest determined by the agency, based on assumptions or data 
number indicating how much less usage the other two locations will be 
of users expected to experience. 

Highest 
70% of number For this example one location will see 70% of the users as the 
highest of users highest location and the other intersection will see 50% of the 
number users as the highest location. 
of users 

The Daily Bicycle Volume calculation will be 66 + (66 x .70) + 
(66 x .50) = 145.2 
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Exa11npfe 1: $,tM 
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Count Example 1B- Appendix B page 25 
For Example 1B we are using the same assumptions as 1A, 
and that 15% of the users at the 70% intersection were also 

50% of 
highest 

counted at the highest intersection. 

number 
of users 

70% of 
Highest 
number 

The Daily Bicycle Volume calculation will be 66 + (66 x (.70-
(.70 x .15)) + (66 x .50) = 138.3 

highest of users 
number 
of users 
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Converting Vehicular Counts to Non-
Motorized Example Pedestrian- Appendix B 

page 23 
Converting Vehicular Count data 
to Daily  Pedestrian Volumes-
Step 1- Weekday= 
(26+33+36+44)/458 = AM PEAK 

2 hours 

PM PEAK 
2 hours 

0.303= rv weekday 

Step 1- Weekend= (15+18)/273 = 
0.121= rv weekend 

Pedestrian 
tdt weekday = (8+12+9+10)/0.303 
=128.7 
tdt weekend = (6+8)/0.121 =115.7 

Legend rv = ratio of volumes, 
tdt = total daily volume per location 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
If you have a recent vehicular count at the intersection(s) that will have the highest number of non-motorized users, the vehicular count data can be used in conjunction with three peak 2-hour non-motorized counts to approximate the non-motorized Bicycle and Pedestrian volumes.In this example the table on the left side shows 24 hours of vehicular count data, the right side is non-motorized (bike and pedestrian) 2-hour peak count data.



Motorized Example-
W eekday W,ee,kdav Peak 2-lliioyr W,eekelild 2- hoyr peak 

Bike Counts Ped. Gouints Bike Count: Ped . Counts 

2 
0 
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0 16 12 

13 
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Noon 55 18 ,4 8 
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Converting Vehicular Counts to Non-
Ped volumes continued 

Converting Vehicular Count data 
to Daily  Pedestrian Volumes-

(5 weekdays * 128.7 
+ 2 weekend * 115.7) / 7 days = 

124.9= 125 Daily pedestrians 

AM PEAK 
2 hours 

PM PEAK 
2 hours 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
If you have a recent vehicular count at or near the intersection(s) that will have the highest number of non-motorized users, the vehicular count data can be used in conjunction with three peak 2-hour non-motorized counts to approximate the non-motorized Bicycle and Pedestrian volumes.If you want to use 7 days of vehicular count data, you will repeat this step with the remaining six days of data.  Add all seven Daily pedestrians values, then divide by seven.
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Converting Vehicular Counts Bicycle 
volumes 

Converting Vehicular Count data 
to Daily Bicycle Volumes 

Step 1- Weekday= 
(26+33+36+44)/458 = 
0.303= rv weekday 

AM PEAK 
2 hours 

PM PEAK 
2 hours 

Step 1- Weekend= (15+18)/273 = 
0.121= rv weekend 

Bicycles 
tdt weekday = (3+6+4+8)/0.303 
=69.3 
tdt weekend = (3+4)/0.121 =57.8 

Legend-rv = ratio of volumes, 
tdt = total daily volume per location 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
For the Bicycle volume calculation the first two steps are the same as shown on the previous slide.
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Converting Vehicular Counts bicycle-
continued 

Converting Vehicular Count data 
to Daily Bicycle Volumes 

(5 weekdays * 69.3 
+ 2 weekend * 57.8) / 7 days 

= 66 Daily bicyclist 

AM PEAK 
2 hours 

PM PEAK 
2 hours 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
For the Bicycle volume calculation the first two steps are the same as shown on the previous slide.If you want to use 7 days of vehicular count data, you will repeat this step with the remaining six days of data.  Add all seven Daily bicyclist values, then divide by seven.



Count Example 2-
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Example 2: $2M total project cost (Medium) 
Bike lane only project-

Legend 

I ntersecUon 
Improvement 

Side alk 
Improvement 

Bike Lane 
Improvement 

Multi-Use Trail 

Count Location 

• 4 corridors= 2 counts are required 
• Conduc counts at locations with highest 

number of expected users. 

-

I 

 
   

  
   

 

 

 

 

Corridor Corridor 
43 

Count 
Location 
2 

Count 
Location 1 

Appendix B page 26 

For Example 2- The project is Medium and is 
proposing bike lanes on 4 corridors.  From 
Table 1, two counts are required, and the other 
locations will have reduction factors applied to 
the appropriate count data. 

The bicycle count at Location 1 was 66 and 82 
at Location 2. 
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Example 2: $2M total project cost (Medium) 
Bike lane only project-

Legend 

I ntersecUon 
Improvement 

Side alk 
Improvement 

Bike Lane 
Improvement 

Multi-Use Trail 

Count Location 

• 4 corridors= 2 counts are required 
• Conduc counts at locations with highest 

number of expected users. 

-

I 

   
  

  

 
     

 

 

Count Example 2- continued 
Corridor 3 is anticipated to have 80% of the 
users of Location 1 and Corridor 4 is anticipated 
to have 90% of the users of Location 2. 

Corridor Corridor 
43 

The Daily Bicycle Volume calculation will be 66 
+ 82 + 66 x .80 + 82 x .90 = 274.6 

Count 
Location 
2 

Count 
Location 1 
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Example 3: $1.4M total project co t (Small) 
Sidewalk gap closure only project-

• Only 1 coun is required 
• Conduc count at a location with 

highest number of expec ed users. 

I 

I ,1 
-

 
       
    

 

  

   
      
    

Count Example 3- Appendix B page 26 
For Example 3- The project is Small and is proposing nine 
sidewalk gap closures. From Table 1, one count is 
required, and the other locations may have a reduction 
factors applied to the count data. 

The pedestrian count at the highest user location was 125. 

The Daily Pedestrian Volume calculation will be 125 + 125 x 
0.53 + 125 x 0.75 + 125 x 0.99 + 125 x 0.90 + 125 x 0.95 
+125 * 0.8 + 125 x 0.85 + 125 x 0.83 =949/9= 105 
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Example 4: $10M total project cost (Large) 
With all improvement types 

• 5 bike corridors, 7 intersections, 9 sidewalks 
= 7 counts are required 

• Ideally counts would be taken at loca ions 
where both bike and pedestrian data can be 
gathered. 

• 
• 

   Count Example 4- Is a combination of the 
previous examples 

37 



 

  

    

Interim Count Guidance Wrap-up 
Pre-construction counts must be taken no more than 6 months before 
implementation (CON) 

-New facilities are not required to conduct pre-counts 
-The pre-count volume is considered to be zero 

Post counts shall be taken at least 6 months after construction is complete. 
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Interim Count Guidance Wrap-up- continued 
Consistency in before/after counts: 

Same location 
Same time of the day 
Same day of week 
Same time of year (to reduce variability due to season) 
If inclement weather or other constraint, reschedule as close as 
possible. 

For ATP, the units for a project’s total number of users are to be in: 
Daily Pedestrian Volume and Daily Bicycle Volume 
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ATP Manager Contact Information 

Emily Abrahams 
Caltrans HQ ATP Program Manager (NI) and ATRC Project Manager

Emily.Abrahams@dot.ca.gov 

Teresa McWilliam 
Caltrans HQ ATP Program Manager (South – Districts 7, 8, 11 & 12)

Teresa.McWilliam@dot.ca.gov 

Desiree Fox 
Caltrans HQ ATP Program Manager (Central – Districts 5, 6, 9, 10) 

Desiree.Fox@dot.ca.gov 
Roberta Jensen 

Caltrans HQ ATP Program Manager (North – Districts 1, 2, 3, 4)
Roberta.Jensen@dot.ca.gov 
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Welcome! 
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This presentation has been developed by Teresa McWilliam and Emily Abrahams, two of the ATP Program Managers.  The ATP manager contact information is on the last slide of this training if you have any questions or comments.
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ATRC Flash Training:

ACTIVE TRANSPORTATION PROGRAM (ATP) 



INTERIM COUNT METHODOLOGY GUIDANCE


2











Today’s flash training is entitled Interim Count Methodology Guidance for the Active Transportation Program.  The purpose of this flash training is to provide an overview of the interim guidance that was posted in August of 2019.  Beginning on October 9th, 2019, all ATP awardees whose projects are receiving an allocation from the California Transportation Commission or CTC for the construction phase must abide by this guidance.



This guidance has been issued to assist ATP project awardees as well as future ATP applicants in meeting the minimum expectations for conducting the required pre and post construction active transportation user counts associated with ATP awarded projects.  This will allow Caltrans, the CTC, and any other interested stakeholders to have the necessary information to formally evaluate ATP projects and the ATP program as an initiative, and whether ATP investments are helping to advance the goals of the program.
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About ATRC Flash Trainings

Caltrans has developed Flash Trainings as a resource for  Active Transportation Program (ATP) applicants and awardees.



Flash Trainings consist of recorded informational webinars lasting twenty minutes or less.



Flash Trainings are available for users to access online at their convenience. 
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Before we begin, just a few notes about the ATRC flash trainings.



Read the slide
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Learning Objectives

How to develop the ATP user counts for the project evaluation metric 



How to apply a consistent methodology across all project types



Deriving Daily Volume data that is repeatable



Distilling the “Daily Pedestrian Volume” and “Daily Bicycle Volume” from multiple improvement locations
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And here are the specific learning objectives for today:

READ THE SLIDE



Right now ATP requires bike and pedestrian user counts as the project evaluation metric.

There has not been one consistent methodology that ATP has directed project awardees to use.  

Up until now, ATP has instructed awardees to use their own count methodology, but they must use the same methodology in the before and after counts. 

However, what we’ve encountered has been that: 

As we’ve reviewed final reports, awardees are not using the same count methodology as they did in the before counts. 

It’s very difficult to roll-up the count data to report on the program overall, when all projects are using different methods, metrics and units of measure.
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The Interim Count Guidance

The Guidance document is located at:



 https://dot.ca.gov/-/media/dot-media/programs/local-assistance/documents/ob/2019/ob19-02-attachment.pdf



The sample calculations presented today are shown in Appendix A and B
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Read the slide
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The 5 Steps of the Methodology

Determining the Type of Count Data Collection Needed



Determining the Number of Count Locations Needed 



Selecting Count Locations



Conducting Pedestrian and Bicycle Counts



Estimating the Total Volume within the Project Limits
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There are 5 steps to the Count Guidance. 



The Type of count, number of locations, selecting the locations, conducting the counts, and converting to total project volume. 
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Step 1- Type of Count (Table 1)

Infrastructure (I)

Automated 24 Hour Count (1 week)

Alternative: Manual Count (three consecutive days at am/pm peak, plus weekend mid-day)

Utilizing 24-hour vehicular or non-motorized count data at a nearby location to approximate the non-motorized volumes



SRTS Non-Infrastructure (NI) Programs

Classroom Travel Tallies (at each school on 2 separate days within the same week)

Alternative: Automated or Manual counts (same as Infrastructure)
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The Type of Count is determined from Table 1, which is on page 3 of the Guidance & shown later in this presentation

The ATP currently funds infrastructure, non-infrastructure, and planning project types, as well as projects that combine infrastructure and non-infrastructure strategies. 

This section provides recommended and alternative count methods and durations for each ATP project type.

For projects that include infrastructure and non-infrastructure components a combination of data collection strategies should be used.



For Infrastructure Projects, automated counts are ideal, but many agencies are not set up for this, so manual counts are the alternative.
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Step 1- Type of Count- continued

Community-Wide NI Programs

Surveys or Modeling

Alternative: Automated or Manual counts (same as Infrastructure)

Combination I/NI - Use combination of above

Plans – Counts are not required for Plan projects
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Table 1
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Active Transportation Program projects vary greatly in size, shape, and type, and each of these variables directly impacts the number of count locations that are necessary to establish reliable estimations of the total number of active transportation users within a specified project limit. 



There is little state or national guidance that exists on how to determine the number of counts within a project limit. This document establishes interim guidance on this topic with the understanding that it can be adjusted as more research, feedback, and data becomes available. 



There is also an expectation that projects seeking larger amounts of ATP funding are expected to provide higher levels of ‘before vs. after’ project evaluation data. 



Read slide 



For combination I/NI projects, do both. But, it’s not our intention to create added burden for I/NI. Please discuss with CT to determine methods before conducting counts. 
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Step 2- Determining the Number of Count Locations

Table 2 provides minimum/maximum number of Infrastructure Count  locations:

















Additional guidance and alternatives provided in Section 2
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Table 2 is  found on page 5 of the Guidance

Read the slide
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Step 2- Determining the Number of Count Locations (Table 3)

Table 3 provides minimum/maximum number of count Non-Infrastructure locations:









Additional guidance and alternatives provided in Section 2
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Table 3 is also on page 5 of the guidance
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Step 2-Count Location Examples
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Count Location Example 1 shows a Small project that will be doing improvements at 3 intersections.  From Table 1 only 1 count is required and the Star shape indicates the intersection that will have the highest expected number of users, after the improvements are completed.



Count Location Example 2 shows a Medium project that will be constructing bike lane improvements to 4 corridors.  From table 1 two counts are required and the star shapes indicate the locations that will have the highest expected number of users.



Later in this presentation I will do an example of how to calculate the Total project bicycle and pedestrian volumes for each of these count location examples.
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Step 2-Count Location Examples- continued
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Count Location Example 3 shows a Small project that will be doing sidewalk gap closures at 9 locations.  From table 1 only 1 count is required and the star shapes indicate the location that will have the highest expected number of users.



Count Location Example 4 shows a large project that will be doing all of the previous improvements plus a new multi-use trail.  From table 1 Seven post-construction counts are required and the star shapes indicate the locations that will have the highest expected number of users.  For this example it is possible to capture the new Multi-use users along with users on the other improvements; but if the agency feels that the multi use facility will generate a large number of users, they may chose to do an post construction only count that is dedicated just to the new facility.
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Step 3- Selecting Count Locations

It’s recommended to choose:

Locations where pedestrian and bicycle activity is high

Representative locations in urban, suburban, and rural areas

Key corridors that can be used to gauge the impacts of future improvements

Locations where counts have been conducted historically

Potential improvement areas (gaps, operationally difficult areas)



Additional guidance criteria and references are provided in Section 3. 
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It is critical that project awardees carefully select the most effective locations for their limited counts. 

There is no set formula for determining the best count locations, but we’ve gathered some generally accepted best practices that need to be combined with the project implementer’s knowledge and judgement of the project limits. 

Read slide
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Step 3- continued

It’s recommended to choose:

For corridors with single count, locate centrally

For networks, separate throughout network in varying land uses, on varying roadway types, and in locations where future improvements are expected

For networks, separate throughout network in varying land uses, on varying roadway types, and in locations where future improvements are expected



Additional guidance criteria and references are provided in Section 3. 
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Step 4- Conducting Pedestrian & Bicycle Counts

Consistency in before/after counts:

Same location

Same time of the day

Same day of week

Same time of year (to reduce variability due to season)

If inclement weather or other constraint, reschedule as close as possible.



Additional guidance and references are provided in Section 4. 
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Consistency in before and after counts matters for all project types! 

Must count in the same location, time of the day, same day of week, same week of the year. This is extremely important and should be planned for prior to initiating data collection. If inclement weather or other constraint, reschedule as close a possible to the target date.
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Step 4- continued

Consistency in recording data:

Consistent with 2016 TMG format (Inf.)

Direction (ex. N/S or E/W) and mode (ex. bike/walk) for each facility (ex. bikeway/sidewalk/trail)

Timestamp (automated) or aggregate into 15-min increments (manual).



Additional guidance and references are provided in Section 4. 
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These recommendations for conducting counts are consistent with SCAG's Active Transportation Database, FHWA - Traffic Monitoring Guidance (Chapter 4) and NCHRP 737. 



Counts should be consistent with Traffic Monitoring Guide (TMG) Format: In basic terms this means that direction (flows) and the mode of travel should be captured for each facility being measured. For example, a typical screenline count on a two way street with sidewalks would have four facilities (two sidewalks and two bikeways) so a minimum of eight mode/direction combinations. 

Automated counts will timestamp the data

Manual counts – can be aggregated into 15-min increments. SCAG has a counter application or paper forms that can be used. 



For SRTS – Student travel tally’s

For Community Wide NI - Surveys must be statically significant sample size for the population
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Step 5- Estimating Volume within the ATP Project Limits

For ATP, the units for a project’s total number of users are to be in:

Daily Pedestrian Volume and Daily Bicycle Volume



This section contains 2 steps to establish these numbers: 

1) Convert the count data collected in each location into Daily Volume

2) Sum the daily trip numbers to determine Total Project Volume for Bicyclist and Pedestrians



Additional guidance and references are provided in Section 5. 
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Flexibility

We recognize the vast range of evaluation and data collection techniques that individual agencies may utilize.

Agencies can secure approval from Caltrans if they feel they need to use a mythology that does not conform to the standards set. 

Contact your HQ ATP Program Manager for approval.

The most important point is that it’s a consistent and repeatable approach that follows similar principles to what is established in these guidelines. 
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ATP Guidelines- Count Requirements

Pre-construction counts must be taken no more than 6 months before implementation (CON)

New facilities are not required to conduct pre-counts

The pre-count volume is considered to be zero 



Post counts shall be taken at least 6 months after construction is complete.



If there is a reason that the post counts can’t comply with above

the agency needs to request approval from their ATP manager for an alternative date
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Now that you know all these steps, Keep this in mind and plan ahead by scheduling pre-counts and post counts with your project.



Read bullets



If the 6 months following construction acceptance will not align with the time of year consistency in before/after counts, you will submit “projected counts” or “TBD” within the Completion Report. Collecting the project counts are considered a remaining project activity, so you would wait until the correct timeframe to conduct your post counts, and then submit those actual post-counts in the Final Report, within 180 days of conducting the counts. 





Agencies are encouraged but not required to conduct additional counts two years after the project has been completed, to allow projects to come to “maturity.”
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ATP Reporting Requirements

Two Reports are due at end of project:

Project Completion Report is due within six months of construction acceptance or the project becoming open to the public, or all NI activities are complete. 

Requires a Projected Count



Final Report is due within 180 days of the conclusion of all remaining project activities beyond the acceptance of the construction contract.

Requires an Actual count
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Examples
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The following slides will outline how to calculate the non-motorized project user volumes for the four count location examples that were previously mentioned.
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Count Example 1- Student Tallies
Appendix A, page 20



Daily Pedestrian  Volume, Day 1



Take the Enrollment- 

715



Multiply by the sum of the walk percentages-

(0.59 + 0.70)





(0.59 + 0.70) x 715 = 922.4/2= 461= Daily Ped. Volume, Day 1
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Use the Enrollment value shown in the travel tally report, unless your NI program is targeting a smaller population, like just the Sixth Grade, then just use the enrollment for that grade, or the number of students that participated in the program.

In the next step, first convert the percentage of arriving or AM walkers to a decimal, by dividing by 100. 59% divided by 100 equals 0.59  and the Departing or PM walker 70% converts to 0.70. These values will always be less than one. 

The daily pedestrian calculation is the 0.59 plus 0.70 times the enrollment of 715 equals 922.4.  divide by 2 to get a daily pedestrian volume of 461.

Repeat this process with the Day 2 data.  Add the 461 plus the Day 2 pedestrian then divide by 2 to get the school’s total daily pedestrian volume.
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Student Tally example- continued



Daily Bike Volume, Day 1-



Take the Enrollment- 

715



Daily Bicycle Volume-

(0.02 + 0.01) x 715= 



21.4/2= 11= Daily Bike Volume, Day 1
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Use the Enrollment value shown in the travel tally report, unless your NI program is targeting a smaller population, like just the Sixth Grade, then just use the enrollment for that grade, or the number of students that participated in the program.

In the next step, first convert the percentage of arriving or AM Bikes to a decimal, by dividing by 100. 2% divided by 100 equals 0.02  and the Departing or PM bikes 1% converts to 0.01. 

The daily bike calculation is the 0.02 plus 0.01 times the enrollment of 715 equals 21.4.  divide by 2 to get a daily bike volume of 11.

Repeat this process with the Day 2 data.  Add the 11 plus the Day 2 pedestrian then divide by 2 to get the school’s total daily bicycle volume.
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Count Example 1- Automated count data Appendix B page 24

From Table 1 of the Interim Count Guidance this is a small project- therefore only one count is required.  This count should be conducted at the intersection that will have the highest number of users after the ATP improvements are completed.



An agency can opt to use one of the following count methods:

A week (7 days) of automated 24-hour non-motorized counts  

An automated 24-hour non-motorized count, , or

Convert 24-hour vehicular count data to non-motorized in conjunction with three 2-hour peak non-motorized counts (see the following example)
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Count Example 1- continued



The first example for this project assumes that the other two intersections will have similar numbers of users.



For this situation the bicycle and pedestrian count data from the one location will be multiplied by 3 to get the Average Daily volume.



If the bicycle 24-hour count total is 66 then the Daily Bicycle Volume will be 66 x 3 = 198
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Count Example 1A- Appendix B page 24 & 25

For Example 1A we are assuming that the users will be less than the count intersection for the other two intersections.



The count process is the same as Example 1- meaning that the one count shall be conducted at the intersection that will have the highest number of users after the ATP improvements are completed.
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Count Example 1A- continued



Once the volume has been calculated from the intersection with the highest number of users, a reduction factor can be applied to the original volume to arrive at the volumes for the other two improvement locations.  The reduction factor will be determined by the agency, based on assumptions or data indicating how much less usage the other two locations will be expected to experience.



For this example one location will see 70% of the users as the highest location and the other intersection will see 50% of the users as the highest location.



The Daily Bicycle Volume calculation will be 66 + (66 x .70) + (66  x .50) = 145.2



Highest number of users

50% of highest number of users

70% of highest number of users
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Count Example 1B- Appendix B page 25

For Example 1B we are using the same assumptions as 1A, and that 15% of the users at the 70% intersection were also counted at the highest intersection.













The Daily Bicycle Volume calculation will be 66 + (66 x (.70-(.70 x .15)) + (66  x .50) = 138.3



Highest number of users

50% of highest number of users

70% of highest number of users
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Converting Vehicular Counts to Non-Motorized Example Pedestrian- Appendix B page 23

Converting Vehicular Count data to Daily  Pedestrian Volumes-





AM PEAK 

2 hours



PM PEAK 

2 hours











 

Step 1- Weekday= (26+33+36+44)/458 = 

0.303= rv weekday



Step 1- Weekend= (15+18)/273 = 

0.121= rv weekend

Pedestrian

tdt weekday= (8+12+9+10)/0.303 =128.7

tdt weekend= (6+8)/0.121 =115.7
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Legend rv  = ratio of volumes, 

		tdt = total daily volume per location









If you have a recent vehicular count at the intersection(s) that will have the highest number of non-motorized users, the vehicular count data can be used in conjunction with three peak 2-hour non-motorized counts to approximate the non-motorized Bicycle and Pedestrian volumes.



In this example the table on the left side shows 24 hours of vehicular count data, the right side is non-motorized (bike and pedestrian) 2-hour peak count data.
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Converting Vehicular Counts to Non-Motorized Example- Ped volumes continued

Converting Vehicular Count data to Daily  Pedestrian Volumes-





AM PEAK 

2 hours



PM PEAK 

2 hours

















(5 weekdays * 128.7 

	+ 2 weekend * 115.7) / 7 days =



124.9= 125 Daily pedestrians
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If you have a recent vehicular count at or near the intersection(s) that will have the highest number of non-motorized users, the vehicular count data can be used in conjunction with three peak 2-hour non-motorized counts to approximate the non-motorized Bicycle and Pedestrian volumes.



If you want to use 7 days of vehicular count data, you will repeat this step with the remaining six days of data.  Add all seven Daily pedestrians values, then divide by seven.
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Converting Vehicular Counts Bicycle volumes

Converting Vehicular Count data to Daily Bicycle Volumes



Step 1- Weekday= (26+33+36+44)/458 = 

0.303= rv weekday



Step 1- Weekend= (15+18)/273 = 

0.121= rv weekend





AM PEAK 

2 hours



PM PEAK 

2 hours













Bicycles

tdt weekday= (3+6+4+8)/0.303 =69.3

tdt weekend= (3+4)/0.121 =57.8
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Legend-rv  = ratio of volumes, 

		tdt = total daily volume per location









For the Bicycle volume calculation the first two steps are the same as shown on the previous slide.
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Converting Vehicular Counts bicycle- continued

Converting Vehicular Count data to Daily Bicycle Volumes









AM PEAK 

2 hours



PM PEAK 

2 hours















(5 weekdays * 69.3 

	+ 2 weekend * 57.8) / 7 days 



= 66 Daily bicyclist
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For the Bicycle volume calculation the first two steps are the same as shown on the previous slide.



If you want to use 7 days of vehicular count data, you will repeat this step with the remaining six days of data.  Add all seven Daily bicyclist values, then divide by seven.
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Count Example 2- Appendix B page 26

For Example 2- The project is Medium and is proposing bike lanes on 4 corridors.  From Table 1, two counts are required, and the other locations will have reduction factors applied to the appropriate count data.





The bicycle count at Location 1 was 66 and 82 at Location 2.





Count Location 1

Count Location 2

Corridor

 3

Corridor

 4
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Count Example 2- continued

Corridor 3 is anticipated to have 80% of the users of Location 1 and Corridor 4 is anticipated to have 90% of the users of Location 2.







The Daily Bicycle Volume calculation will be 66 + 82 + 66 x .80 + 82  x .90 = 274.6





Count Location 1

Count Location 2

Corridor

 3

Corridor

 4
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Count Example 3- Appendix B page 26

For Example 3- The project is Small and is proposing nine sidewalk gap closures.  From Table 1, one count is required, and the other locations may have a reduction factors applied to the count data.



The pedestrian count at the highest user location was 125.





The Daily Pedestrian Volume calculation will be 125 + 125 x 0.53 + 125 x 0.75 + 125  x 0.99 + 125 x 0.90 + 125 x 0.95 +125 * 0.8 + 125 x 0.85 + 125 x 0.83 =949/9= 105
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Count Example 4- Is a combination of the previous examples
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Interim Count Guidance Wrap-up

Pre-construction counts must be taken no more than 6 months before implementation (CON)

-New facilities are not required to conduct pre-counts

-The pre-count volume is considered to be zero 



Post counts shall be taken at least 6 months after construction is complete.
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Interim Count Guidance Wrap-up- continued

Consistency in before/after counts:

Same location

Same time of the day

Same day of week

Same time of year (to reduce variability due to season)

If inclement weather or other constraint, reschedule as close as possible.



For ATP, the units for a project’s total number of users are to be in:

Daily Pedestrian Volume and Daily Bicycle Volume
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ATP Manager Contact Information

 

Emily Abrahams

Caltrans HQ ATP Program Manager (NI) and ATRC Project Manager

Emily.Abrahams@dot.ca.gov 



Teresa McWilliam

Caltrans HQ ATP Program Manager (South – Districts 7, 8, 11 & 12)

Teresa.McWilliam@dot.ca.gov 



Desiree Fox

Caltrans HQ ATP Program Manager (Central – Districts 5, 6, 9, 10)

Desiree.Fox@dot.ca.gov 



Roberta Jensen

Caltrans HQ ATP Program Manager (North – Districts 1, 2, 3, 4)

Roberta.Jensen@dot.ca.gov 
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